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Abstract H. Experimental se-up
This paper shows the results of irradiations with photons The chip we have designed is based on the recycling

and neutrons of a Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) CMOS integrator architecture that B.Gottschalk has used several
AMS .8pm chip used in medical physics applications. It has years ago fb a similar application at the Boston Cyclotron [5].
been designed as readout of dosimeters and monitor chambers We have implemented it in a VLSI, CMOS AMS .81Lm; each
used on electron/photon and proton/carbon ions for tumor chip contams 64 independent channels. To perform the
therapy. Te chip is located close to the detectors and it is thus irradiation tests we have simulated the current normally
used in a radioactive environment. We have performed flowing from the ionization chamber, with a voltage generator
measurements on 30MV Xays, fist and thermal neutrons. and a resistor. 'Me experimental set-up is shown in Figure 

Each chip had some input channels fed with test current to
check the behavior as irradiation went by. he Data

I. Introduction Acquisition was made with a Macintosh unning the National
'Me actual forefront of cancer treatment with radiation is Instruments LABView software, an interface board to VME

conformal therapy 1]. It consists of techniques that allow a and a pattern generator a dual port memory. Figure I shows
delivery of very high doses (that is, energy deposition) on the a schematic of the setup.
turnour target while leaving un-irradiated the healthy tissues.
There are several ways of obtaining this goal, depending on
the particles that are used in the primary beams. If one use
photons, conformal therapy is obtained by shaping the beam
with collimators and using several entrance doors for
radiation; eventually it can be optimized by changing the
photon beam intensity with the so called Intensity Modulated
Radiation Therapy. Another way is to use primary beams of PM
hadrons (protons and carbon ions are the preferred ones); this
way the conformation of dose is obtained profiting of the
energy loss mechanism of such particles, that deposit most of
their energy in the last millimeter before coming to a stop.
This technique is well suited for several types of cancers, and vokW

is the only one usable for deeply seated ones.
In our group we have developed a dosimeter that allows

3D reconstruction of the dose delivered by hadron beams, in a
time that is equal to the treatment time. The dosimeter consists
of a set of 12 ionization chambers with VLSI readout and fast
data acquisition performed with a Macintosh. Details of the Cink nomw

construction of the chamber and the chip can be found in 2] lnjwdm W *

and 3]. The whole design has been passed over to an industry
and nowadays the dosimeter is commercially available 4] To
reduce the pickup and capacitance noise, we have placed the Figure 1. Block diagram of the experimental setup
VLSI chip very close (some cm) to the ionization chamber.
This implies that the chip is working in a dioactive
environment. For this reason we have irradiated the chip with The linearity of response of the chip has been tested in the
photons and neutrons, to evaluate the lifetime of the dosimeter I0nA to 1.5pA range. On top of this, pedestals, saturation
during normal usage. effects and current consumption have been monitored all

along irradiation.
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We have performed three tests on the chips; the first time B. Thermal neutrons
we have used a photon beam using a Ok Xay source at The chips were iadiated on a thermal neutron beam
CERN. The last two tests were on the neutron eam (thermal Obtained by the D2 - Be reaction in a graphite thermalizing
and fast) of the INFN National Laboratories at Legnaro PD. In vessel. The spectrum of neutron energies is shown in
Figure 4 and 6 it is shown the energy spectrum of both Figure 4.
neutron beams. Table I contains the eam intensities.

X-rays Thermal Fast neutrons
neutrons

CM2/S 106 CM2/S Nwnn %erloe ell ft irwomon wAlyFluence 5 krad/min 6*10' 2*
(CalcukKed G 7 Me owerlon erwgy)

20 krad/min I O"' cm'/s

Table . Beam intensities for the three =diations

111. Experimental results E
-t� ve 411,

A. X-ray irradiation
Three chips have been exposed to the photon beam. One
of the three has been brought to complete malfunctioning. lk4 ik,:A t'l l.! 10, r

The other two chips have been irradiated with a much Fnemy hV)

lower dose, to verify that it would age the same way as the
first one and to check the self-repair features of the chip. Figure 4 Energy spectrum of thermal neutrons
In Figure 2 it is shown the linearity of response before Due to the low neutron fluence and the limited beam time
irradiation. The deviation firom the linear fit is well below allocated for this test, we have not been able to integrate a

number of neutrons sufficient to see an effect on the chip
behavior. In Figure the charge quantum versus total

... ....... ... .... .. .............. number of neutrons is shown, indicating that up to IO
neutrons the chip is unchanged.

Figure 2 Linearity of response of a chip before irradiaton

As reviously described, several parameters were checked
during irradiation. In Figure 3 it is shown the behavior of the
quantum of charge versus total dose; with quantum of charge

we plot a quantity that is close to the gain of the analog part of

the chip. Up to 75 krad the quantum change is smaller than

:�Iuuan� &C-A

12 quantum of charge versus dose
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Figure 3 Quantum of charge variation versus total photon

dose
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C. Fast neutrons D. Annealing
The last test we have done was on a fast neutrons beam, It has been observed that the quantum of charge tends to

obtained with the reaction D- Be. In figure 6 it is shown the self-recover after irradiation. In the case of heavily irradiated
energy spectrum of the fast neutron beam used for our tesL chips, however, this does not lead to a working point With the
The neutron flux was changed by placing the chip at different chips that have been irradiated to a lower integrated dose, it is
distances from the target This way we have been able to enough to wait some weeks to fully recover. This indicates
integrate, on 2 chips, a large number of neutrons. that in the real situation, where rates are much lower than

during this test, annealing will play a major role.

D" hftv The 01 nou"n speatm
&E3EI for tho 98e(d.f%)'�B ration

Conclusions
We have checked the behavior of a VLSI chip used in

medical applications as readout for a dosimeter. The chip
e behaves well (i.e. the gain iations are below I*) up to X-

ray doses of 75krad and a total fast neutron number of
4* 10".This allows the use of the chip over several years (>5)e V _ A It

r withoutperformance modifications. It has to be noticed that in
real life the dose rates am much lower than during the tests,

id' allowing a self-repairing of the chip with annealing. No Single
10 Event Effect was observed up to IO" neutrons.

rm"Wevi

Figure 6. Energy spectrum of the fast neutron eam

'Me results of this test are summarized in Figure 7 the ACKNOWLEDGNIENTS
quantum of charge variation versus the integrated number of We would like to thank F.Faccio and P.Jarron for the kind
neutrons is shown. It can be seen that the chip is well and efficient use of the Xray setup at CERN.
behaving up to 4 1 0" fast neutrons.
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Figure 7 Quantum of charge variation versus total number
of fast neutrons
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